
Formula 260 Bowrider (2003-2010)
Brief Summary
The open bow 260 Bowrider contains the striking design and smart ergonomics of the 260 Sun Sport. The

260 Bowrider offers more features and amenities than other boats of its size.

Price
Base Price$116840.00

Prices, features, designs, and equipment are subject to change. Please see your local dealer or visit the

builder's website for the latest information available on this boat model.

Key Features
Exterior features Imron graphics and curved-glass windshield with walk-thru. The cockpit includes

CD/stereo, plenty of in-floor storage, and complete VDO Ocean backlit instrumentation. This single engine

vessel has stainless steel props and an optional engine freshwater flush system.

Test Results

RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

600 3 2.6 1.2 2.53 2.17 207 180 70

1000 6.5 5.7 2.3 2.83 2.46 234 203 74

1500 8.5 7.3 4 2.14 1.86 177 154 86

2000 13.6 11.8 6.9 1.99 1.73 164 143 84

2500 22.4 19.5 8.7 2.57 2.24 213 185 86

3000 31 27 11.3 2.76 2.4 228 198 86

3500 39 33.9 14.9 2.61 2.27 216 188 86
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RPM MPH Knots GPH MPG NMPG STAT. MILE NM dBa

4000 40.4 35.1 17.2 2.35 2.05 195 169 89

4600 52.4 45.5 31.3 1.67 1.45 138 120 92

View the test results in metric units
Formula260Chart.jpgImage not found or type unknown

Specifications

Length Overall 26' 0''

BEAM 8' 6''

Dry Weight 5,450 lbs.

Tested Weight

Draft 3' 3''

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft

Deadrise/Transom 22 deg.

Max Headroom open

Bridge Clearance 4' 11''

Weight Capacity
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Person Capacity

Fuel Capacity 92 gal.

Water Capacity 14 gal.

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck

Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume

Master SR Width

Master SR fore & Aft

Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume
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Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions

Time to Plane 4.8 sec.

0 to 20

Ratio

Props F6

Load 2 persons, full fuel, 1/3 water, min. gear

Climate 85 deg., 79% humid.; wind: 15+ knots; seas: 1' chop

A Family Oriented Boat Packed with Performance

The latest edition to Formula’s Sun Sport line up of performance backed luxury boats, is the 260 Bowrider

(BR). Styled after the 260 cabin configured boat, the 260 BR is the smallest and the only single engine boat

in the Formula family of pleasure craft. The BR boasts an expansive entertaining lounge, and all the

amenities that your family may need for fun on the water.

With a full length of 26 feet overall and a common beam of 8 feet 6 inches, the 260BR is a lot of day boat.

She will provide plenty of room for your boat bound, water loving family and friends. Her dry weight of 5,250

pounds provides all passengers on board with a subtle ride, even when the water gets rough. Stern drive

propulsion options are from either MerCruiser or Volvo Penta, and range in horsepower from 300 to 420.

Regardless of which engine package you choose, all options include the added performance of dual,

counter-rotating propellers. You will really notice this wonderful feature when backing down into your slip, as

torque bias is eliminated.

As you board the BR, you will appreciate the large beam width swim platform that leads you to the transom

door. Here you will begin to see the entertainment potential of the large, u-shaped aft lounge and wet bar.

Located to starboard, the lounge seating will make everyone comfortable. The optional hi-low table converts

the lounge into a dining table for up to six people. Or, you can lower the table and insert a filler cushion to

change the lounge into a giant sun pad. Under the seat cushions are integrated stowage compartments for

large items such as fenders and safety gear. The wetbar is located to port and has good counter space to

help make lunch preparation a snap. Under the counter top’s cutting board is a pressurized fresh water sink,
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trash receptacle and removable cooler. Additional stowage space can be found below the bar, for other

essential party items.

When it is time to change into swim gear, or take care of business, you can use the head that is located to

port. Formula uses a fully molded liner inside the head to help keep this area simple and easy to clean.

There is also a small vanity with pressurized fresh water faucet in the head, for when it is time to freshen-up.

The helm is of pure functionality, with VDO marine gauges to monitor engine parameters and MerCruiser

engine controls mounted on the gunwale. The stylish, tilt steering wheel and dual position, twin command

seating configuration will make navigating the 260 BR more enjoyable. Formula adds wood grain dash

accents and steel trimmed accessories at the helm for a touch of style and class.

The 260 BR provides you with tons of storage, both on deck and in the sole of the boat. Directly across from

the head to starboard, is a storage locker under the helm station. Here you can store large items that you

want to keep dry, like clothes and towels. There are two generous lockers in the sole, one is located aft at

the lounge and the other is forward. The forward stowage is massive, thanks to Formula’s performance

heritage 22-degree V-bottom hull. You will be able to stash all kinds of strange water toys in this locker!

Moving forward in to the bow, the wrap-around seating urges you to stretch out and enjoy the day. You can

sit in the side chase lounges or at the front seat, which has access to the anchor locker. If you require more

tanning space, you can simply install the bow filler board and cushions and convert the BR into a big sun

lounge.

Formula continues to be an industry leader in design and innovation of fun, family orientated pleasure boats.

Incorporating knowledge learned from offshore racing in their FASTech line and the luxurious necessities of

their express cruisers, Formula delivers boats that will be enjoyed by the family for years.

By Capt. Ron Svoboda

Test Captain
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